
MEETING PREVIEW

The OSA annual meeting, Oct. 5-9 in
Tucson, Ariz., provides a unique

opportunity for members to network and
exchange ideas on optics research. This
year’s annual meeting, OSA’s 87th, marks
the debut of a number of events, along
with a new name, “Frontiers in Optics.”
The meeting’s technical content consists
of special sessions developed by OSA’s
technical divisions, along with papers
presented at the American Physical
Society (APS) Laser Science XIX
Conference. The new format has defi-
nitely captured members’ interest: paper
submissions to the annual meeting are up
12 percent compared to last year.
Frontiers in Optics has been a long time
in the making: OSA volunteers worked
diligently to ensure that the Society’s
annual meeting keeps pace with the
needs of membership. Join your col-
leagues in October for what is sure to be 
a valuable and unique experience!

The technical program
In addition to the submitted papers,
luminaries in a number of optics sub-
fields will present talks on topics that
include: optics in information science;
optical design and instrumentation; opti-
cal science; imaging; manipulation of
biological systems; photonics; quantum
electronics; solitons; and vortices in non-
linear optics. Postdeadline papers will be
presented Oct. 8, at 7:30 p.m.

The plenary session
A highlight of the meeting takes place at
8 a.m. on Oct. 7, with three exceptional
keynote speakers: John H. Marburger III,
President Bush’s science advisor and
director of the Office of Science and
Technology; Roger Angel, University of
Arizona, who will speak on the use of
ground- and space-based telescopes to
observe extra-solar planets and Gerry
Gabrielse, Harvard University, who will
speak on the observation of cold anti-
hydrogen. OSA’s 2003 award winners will

be recognized in a session following the
plenary. The winners of the Engineering
Excellence Awards and the OSA-Dekker
Foundation Student Scholarship Award
will also be honored; the 2003 winner of
this $10,000 biennial scholarship will be
the first to receive this distinction at an
OSA event. Herbert Walther will present
the Ives Medal Address. The APS/Laser
Science Division will present the
Schawlow Prize to David Pritchard
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology),
who will give the Schawlow Lecture.

The short courses 
OSA short course instructors work to
ensure that courses qualify for continuing
education units (CEUs), nationally recog-
nized units of measure for continuing
education and training programs.
Instructors design their sessions so that
CEUs can be awarded to each participant
who successfully completes the course.
This year’s offerings include: principles of
Fourier optics and diffraction; an intro-
duction to femtosecond laser science;
design, fabrication and characterization of
nanophotonics; ultrashort pulse measure-
ment; and introductory nonlinear optics.

The Organic Thin 
Films Symposium
Co-sponsored by the American Chemical
Society (ACS), this symposium—to be
held Oct. 6-9—is the eleventh in a series
of OSA/ACS joint programs that empha-
size the optical and electronic properties
of organic and polymeric materials for
applications in photonics and related
areas. Topics include: nonlinear optics;
optoelectronic materials and devices;
organics for photonics and integrated
optics; printing and high throughput
processing.

The Laser Science Symposia
The Laser Science-XIX symposia,
Oct. 6-9, are an integral component of
the technical program. Symposia are
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Frontiers in Optics and
The Laser Science XIX Conference
Colleen Morrison

Plenary speakers John H. Marburger III,
President Bush's science advisor (top); 
Roger Angel, University of Arizona; 
Gerry Gabrielse, Harvard University.
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The exhibit
The Frontiers in Optics exhibit, Oct. 7-8,
will provide an opportunity to meet with
representatives of a sampling of the field’s
corporate innovators to discuss research
and up-and-coming applications. For
more information on the exhibit or to
reserve space, visit www.osa.org
/meeting/annual/exhibit or contact John
Davis, 202-416-1428, jadavi@osa.org.

The OSA Foundation
The OSA Foundation is a newly formed
organization that supports the Society’s
mission through scholarships, awards
and outreach to students and developing
nations. Foundation grant awards will be
announced at the President’s Reception.

The OSA 2003 election
A new vice president and directors at
large will be announced at OSA’s annual
business meeting, Oct. 6 at 6 p.m. Meet
the candidates in this issue of OPN on
pages 14-15. Members can cast their
votes online at www.iballot.com
/booth.cfm or via mail ballot.

Networking opportunities
The University of Arizona’s Optical
Sciences Center is opening its doors to
annual meeting attendees on the after-
noon of Oct. 5. OSA has organized a tour
of the center, which houses one of the
world’s foremost optics teaching and
research programs. Next, a welcome
reception Oct. 5, 7-8 p.m., will signal the
start of the annual meeting. OSA’s techni-
cal groups will hold meetings open to all
attendees on Oct. 7, 7:30-9 p.m. Women
involved in optics business and science
are the focus of a luncheon Oct. 8. To
RSVP for the luncheon, please contact
Teresa Zumbach at 202-416-1432 or
tzumba@osa.org, no later than Oct. 3.

Activities for students
Students are encouraged to attend the
annual meeting and take advantage of the
educational sessions and presentation
opportunities offered. Among the activi-
ties planned is a poolside welcome recep-
tion for students Oct. 6, 5:30-7 p.m.
Leaders of OSA student chapters and stu-
dents interested in forming new chapters
are invited to attend a lively, one-day
meeting and brainstorming session, the
OSA Student Leadership Meeting. On
Oct. 8, 10:30 a.m.-12 p.m., a panel of
recent graduates and optics industry pro-
fessionals will discuss the current job
market and their own career experiences.
This event is sponsored by
WorkinOptics.com. Finally, a symposium
on undergraduate research, to be held
Oct. 6, will showcase projects completed
by undergrads, often at institutions with-
out graduate programs in optics

The annual meeting represents the
scholarship, diversity and dedication of
our membership. Member participation
is the cornerstone of OSA. All OSA mem-
bers are encouraged to attend Frontiers
in Optics and to share their ideas as we
work to keep this a “must attend” event
for all those with an interest in optics.

Colleen Morrison (cmorri@osa.org) is OSA’s media
relations manager.

designed to supplement contributed
papers. Invited speakers will address areas
that include: cavity QED; long distance
propagation of short pulses in air; Lidar
imaging and beam propagation through
the atmosphere; ultracold atoms; funda-
mentals of semiconductors and fiber
lasers; quantum wells and quantum dots;
microlasers; cascade lasers; nonlinear
optical materials and processes; biopho-
tonics; solitons in optical and de Broglie
waves; control of chaos in optical sys-
tems; terahertz technology; and quantum
information.

There will be a special session for 
OSA and APS members in honor of OSA
Honorary Member and Nobel Prize 
laureate Willis Lamb, Oct. 7, at 4 p.m.
Guest speakers will include: Richard
Fork, University of Alabama; Marlan
Scully, Texas A&M University; Herbert
Walther, Max Planck Institute for
Quantum Optics; and Wolfgang Schleich,
University Ulm.

Optics Hot Spots  
An exciting new event has been added to
this year’s program: Optics Hot Spots, a
forum in which business opportunities 
in mainland China, Taiwan and Mexico 
will be explored. This two-day program,
Oct. 7-8, is designed to address the chal-
lenges and opportunities companies face
in international markets. The competitive
environment, international law and
recipes for success will be among the topic
areas. Additional details can be found in
this issue of OPN on pages 18-19.

Education and Training in 
Optics and Photonics
The 2003 ETOP Conference, co-located
with the annual meeting, is dedicated to
everyone interested in teaching optics. To
be held Oct. 6-8, ETOP is the premiere
international forum for the exchange of
ideas on K-college education in optics
and photonics. Educators and scientists
from around the world will converge to
discuss innovative educational
approaches and curricula. Two Nobel
laureates, Nicolaas Bloembergen (Nobel
Prize in physics, 1981) and Carl Wieman
(Nobel Prize in physics, 2001) will be
ETOP plenary speakers. For more infor-
mation, visit www.etoponline.org.

MEETING PREVIEW

Incoming OSA President Peter Knight 
presents the prestigious Nick Holonyak, Jr.
Award to Pallab Bhattacharya at OSA's 2002
Annual Meeting.

To register or for more information, visit www.frontiersinoptics.org
or call OSA Customer Service at 1-800-723-2536. 

Register by Sept. 12 to take advantage of special savings.


